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SUMMARY
• We were active short sellers over nearly two decades
• There were some epic highs – most notably identifying in early 2008 the bursting of the 

housing bubble and discovering in 2012 that Lumber Liquidators was selling formaldehyde-
tainted, Chinese-made laminate flooring, both of which led to appearances on 60 Minutes –
but overall we lost a lot of money over the years on the short side

• Shorting is brutally difficult, especially during a long, complacent bull market like this one, 
which has inflicted great pain upon most short sellers

• We advise most investors to learn about short selling - there are many important skills and 
lessons from which all investors can benefit - but not actually do it

• That said, for some investors it makes sense
• For them, the increasing level of overvaluation, complacency, hype and even fraud in our 

markets (can you say “bitcoin”?) make it a fantastic time to be looking at opportunities on the 
short side

• Lastly, we think that short sellers are very healthy for our markets, especially the ones with 
the courage to go public with their bearish views



THREE TYPES OF SHORTS IN WHICH WE’VE 
GENERALLY NOT BEEN SUCCESSFUL
1) Total frauds like those promoted by "boiler rooms" (the subject of the movie The Wolf of Wall 

Street) or the hundreds of Chinese companies that went public via reverse mergers, 
highlighted in the excellent new documentary, The China Hustle

2) Stocks in overhyped sectors like cryptocurrencies, marijuana and alternative power

3) Market darlings like Netflix and Tesla, whose stock prices appear to be far ahead of the 
fundamentals

• We’ve had limited success with these types of shorts

• While the typical outcome is a stock falling 50-100%, we've also gotten destroyed on more 
occasions than we want to remember

– Once a stock becomes totally disconnected from reality, there's almost no limit to how far it can soar

– If a stock is trading at 5x its intrinsic value, then it can trade at 10x…or 20x

– We've seen it happen – and experienced it happening! – too many times…



WE HAVE BEEN SUCCESSFUL WITH 
ONE TYPE OF SHORT
• We've had quite a bit of success shorting stocks that are valued on a 

multiple of earnings - and the earnings collapse

– "Well, duh," you might be thinking, but sticking to this simple approach would 
have kept us (and countless other short sellers) out of stocks that crushed us 
like Salesforce.com, Tesla (our worst short ever, from $35 to $205) and Netflix 
(which doubled against us in 2010 before we covered and later went long it –
very profitably – in 2012-13)

• Generally, these stocks are neither in the top or bottom quartile of 
valuation/business quality; rather, they are ones in the 2nd quartile that 
move down to the 3rd or, ideally, 4th quartile as their businesses fall apart



STOCKS USUALLY FOLLOW EARNINGS
• Even the most well-publicized, airtight case that a company is, for example, committing blatant 

accounting fraud, bilking its customers, is dangerously under-reserved and over-levered, etc. is 
usually not enough to cause the stock to decline materially

• As long as a company continues to report growing earnings, its stock usually follows
• Case study: Bill Ackman and MBIA

– Ackman published a devastating 66-page report, Is MBIA Triple A?, in 2002 and in subsequent years 
continued to warn investors, ratings agencies and regulators about the company and the danger it posed 
to the financial system 

– But nobody cared as long as the company continued to report strong earnings, so the stock doubled – until 
the financial system collapsed, as did MBIA’s earnings and stock price

MBIA

Ackman publishes
Is MBIA Triple A?

Everything 
Ackman warned 
about comes to 
pass – five years 

later!

Stock doubles

Price today: $8.84
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CASE STUDY: LUMBER LIQUIDATORS
Operating Income

https://static.seekingalpha.com/uploads/2018/4/19/saupload_MYOCYSMLmFEj3EdyOHwqtttauMaCUEg8L5YRAuHO_yP_HEvXKziAWPLnndomwK4obn44TQ1EZ-WDGnDUjBVd_XyfOSNHKViNdfyJKjNVWLsFkdl0ua0ibkVzPfw6xPw-KO2fcrft5hRU206l-g.jpeg
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CASE STUDY: 3D SYSTEMS
Operating Income

https://static.seekingalpha.com/uploads/2018/4/19/saupload_G4Fdp5hABwA6B2Qodrqwx-RPctOTbqxy2AjoX29oh9vocZOwIENDCnhGZmUdRuD6keTXRRu975phSuxvkL-XYFLFYUyiosL28oZEjLo7GG8B364PDPtWYO4EZmtzzz_jj6KuSm4CVdw0TXQLGg.jpeg
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CASE STUDY: BED BATH & BEYOND
Operating Income

https://static.seekingalpha.com/uploads/2018/4/19/saupload_AhuWwBJBphFipIyu2GszUgarzGR93rqwWgUz7hZR2c2A-ynI7MPsCu9pFHFNWZnQbEHjszQukNacaF3qtW9wcsPGDYWbQF6gtBU_FizkU80U4phybXMa5CPGJQEUyNVbRgmc8M9jQVwueK8giw.jpeg
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CASE STUDY: VALEANT
Operating Income

https://static.seekingalpha.com/uploads/2018/4/19/saupload_PFvg4tx4XQmet9ADrpwXhq8SXcTV8v6iAcaIGo-grHVEzrtLO_KxJm4GuMUxF1TvNv2QCbpe5U6Sp8S048zUnuZXVrxFHtrtYnoZ5AQvyvgdVCBhtrY2wch75qBdmKst-MX8xrAHWuEe-q2GUw.jpeg
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CASE STUDY: CROCS
Operating Income

https://static.seekingalpha.com/uploads/2018/4/19/saupload_E7POtEy909UxSUSU3U3bZ5t0C35uvToVFlbqAvEzSQmPfhzSv8DVswjdSVc-9O691InZfDp25kLsxGxluDwniObakcMSIgU0PB3u2Wv4YJA_TFmIpFFO_5e-8PE7YLC_ddJogjOMEeJ7zgT85Q.jpeg


HOW TO FIND COLLAPSING EARNINGS
There are many reasons why a company's earnings might collapse – the primary ones are:

1) Unsustainable or illegal business practices (e.g., Lumber Liquidators buying Chinese-made formaldehyde-
tainting flooring; Valeant making endless acquisitions and jacking up prices of acquired drugs);

2) A business model made obsolete by technology (e.g., numerous retailers such as Bed Bath & Beyond, 
Staples and Barnes & Noble getting crushed by Amazon; Netflix's DVD-by-mail business; Blockbuster 
video; newspapers);

3) Accounting fraud (e.g., Enron; WorldCom);

4) Legal/regulatory scrutiny (e.g., Lumber Liquidators; Valeant; Insys Therapeutics);

5) A wave of new competition (e.g., 3D Systems; will this happen to Tesla in the near future?);

6) The aftermath of one-time events (e.g., Hurricane Sandy (Oct. 2012) juiced Lumber Liquidators' earnings);

7) Cyclical companies over-earning at the peak of a cycle or due to random industry events; and

8) Fads coming to an end (e.g., Crocs).



BEING TOO SMART CAN BE PAINFUL

• Let’s say you’ve done your homework and correctly identified a company whose 
earnings are sure to collapse. Short it immediately, right? Not so fast… 

• It’s also critical to have some sense of when earnings might start to decline because 
being early can lead to years of painful losses, as the many examples in previous slides 
show

• The lesson here is often a cruel one: being too smart can work against you

• The goal of investing is to develop insights before everyone else in the market – but if 
you do so too far in advance, it can be a long and painful wait for your investment thesis 
to play out, so you need to be clever and patient on the timing

• You don’t need to be a hero by trying to top-tick a rising stock; instead, be patient and 
wait until it’s clear that the fundamentals are deteriorating before putting on the short 
position
– You might miss the first 20% drop, but you will avoid rocketship stocks that destroy you



AVOID VALUATION SHORTS
• My experience is that if a company’s revenues and earnings are rising 

rapidly, the stock will rise as well, irrespective of how highly valued it is

Netflixsalesforce.com

FacebookAmazon
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DON’T SHORT COMPANIES WITH INSANELY 
HAPPY AND LOYAL CUSTOMERS
• It’s been my experience and observation that the stocks of companies with 

insanely happy and loyal customers are almost always bad shorts – think Apple, 
Netflix, Starbucks, Green Mountain Coffee, Lululemon, Costco and Southwest 
Airlines

• Such strong customer loyalty gives companies so many advantages: pricing 
power, free word-of-mouth advertising, etc.

• The most vivid example I can give in recent years is Tesla
– It has so many things short sellers look for: a highly promotional CEO as well as 

declining free cash flow and rising debt
– But everyone I know who owns a Tesla loves it with a burning passion
– It was dumb of me to bet against this loyalty
– I foolishly shorted this in 2013 and paid a steep price as it rose 5x against me before 

I finally realized my mistake and covered



DON’T USE OPTIONS

• Many investors think they’re mitigating risk by buying put options on a stock 
rather than shorting it because it reverses the math: gains are theoretically 
unlimited, while losses are capped at 100%

• While this is true, you now have to be right on both the stock and the timing

• It’s hard enough to be right on one, much less both, which is why most options 
expire worthless

• Owning something that is likely to go to zero isn’t our idea of mitigating risk

• A wise friend once said to us: “Options are like heroin. They feel soooooo
good…but they’ll kill you!”



ARTICLES

I wrote a four-part series on short selling, Lessons from 15 Years of Short 
Selling, which you can read here:

• 12 Reasons Not To Short 
– https://seekingalpha.com/article/4152732-lessons-15-years-short-selling-12-reasons-short

• 10 Reasons To Short
– https://seekingalpha.com/article/4156799-lessons-15-years-short-selling-10-reasons-short

• How To Find Great Shorts
– https://seekingalpha.com/article/4164016-lessons-15-years-short-selling-find-great-shorts

• A Veteran’s Advice
– https://seekingalpha.com/article/4166837-lessons-15-years-short-selling-veterans-advice



CONCLUSIONS
• Shorting is really difficult
• Size positions small and aggressively manage risk
• Focus on stocks valued based on earnings – and then earnings collapse
• Look for multiple ways to win

– Companies/industries in secular decline
– A fad coming to an end
– Leverage/financial distress
– Market under-reacts to an earnings miss/guide down, etc.
– Impact of new competitors
– Regulatory problems
– Very high valuation – far above historical and peer averages
– Very high margins – far above historical and peer averages, and what common sense says is possible

• Be patient – don’t try to be a hero
– Stocks tend to follow earnings not analysis or headlines
– Often there is time to get into a short after the writing is on the wall
– Short stock rather than use options

• Balance long and short book


